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Card payments have been growing very rapidly. To continue the growth, payment card networks keep 
adding new merchants and card issuers try to stimulate their existing customers’ card usage by providing 
rewards. This paper seeks to analyze the effects of payment card rewards programs on consumer payment 
choice, by using consumer survey data. Specifically, we examine whether credit/debit reward receivers 
use credit/debit cards relatively more often than other consumers, if so how much more often, and which 
payment methods are replaced by reward card payments. Our results suggest that (i) consumers with 
credit card rewards use credit cards much more exclusively than those without credit card rewards; (ii) 
even among those who carry a credit card balance, consumers with credit card rewards use a credit card 
more often than those without rewards; (iii) among consumers who receive credit card rewards, those who 
receive credit card rewards as well as debit card rewards tend to use debit cards more often than those 
who receive credit card rewards only; and (iv) reward card transactions seem to replace not only paper-
based transactions but also non-reward card transactions. 
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expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect those of the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Kansas City or the Federal Reserve System. 1. Introduction 
Credit and debit card payments have been growing very rapidly. Debit card outpaced 
credit card in terms of number of transactions in 2003, while credit card annual transaction value 
was still twice as much as debit card annual transaction value in 2004. To continue the growth, 
payment card networks keep adding new merchants to their networks.
1 Penetrating new 
cardholders, on the other hand, is becoming difficult because most consumers have both credit 
and debit cards.
2 Payment card issuers, therefore, are trying to stimulate their existing customers’ 
card usage by providing rewards.
3 It has been reported that many credit and debit card issuers 
that launched new rewards programs have seen increases in spending on their cards.
4 However, 
we are not aware of any reports telling the sources of these increases. It is unlikely that reward 
receivers simply increase their spending on their card without changing spending through other 
payment methods. Which payment methods are replaced by reward card transactions? Do reward 
card transactions replace transactions of other payment methods, such as cash, checks, and/or 
ACH? Or do they replace non-reward card transactions? To what extent do reward card 
transactions replace other forms of payment transactions?  
The answers of above questions are important to policymakers. It is cost effective if 
reward card transactions replaced other types of transactions which are more costly than reward 
card transactions. It is not cost effective, however, if reward card transactions replaced non-
reward card transactions. Operating a rewards program is not free—it uses some resources. 
Another concern is that rewards credit cards could potentially create inequality among 
                                                 
1 Credit and debit card adoption rates vary by industry. The rate is close to 100% in some industries. 
2 According to the 2001 Survey of Consumer Finance (SCF) conducted by the Federal Reserve, 75 percent of U.S. 
households hold at least one credit card. Statistics on debit card penetration is hard to obtain, but many large banks 
reported that 80 to 100 percent of their checking account holders hold a debit card.  
3 Credit card rewards programs have a long history. However, it is only recently that issuers started offering more 
generous rewards programs. Recently, debit card rewards programs are also getting popular. 
  2consumers. Many merchants need to pay higher fees to issuers if their customers use a reward 
credit card instead of using a non-reward credit card.
5 Credit card networks do not allow 
merchants to reject reward card payments as long as the merchants accept the network’s non-
reward credit cards. The networks also prohibit merchants from price discriminating customers 
based on the payment method they use.
6 As a result, the more customers use reward credit cards, 
the higher the merchants mark up their uniform retail prices (in order to offset higher fees). 
Although reward credit card holders are partly compensated for higher retail prices through 
rewards, other consumers are not. Furthermore, it should be noted that reward credit card holders 
are relatively high-income earners, while many low income customers may not even qualify for 
having credit cards.
7 Therefore, rewards programs and the accompanied merchant fee structure 
may work as tools that distribute income from low-income earners to high-income earners.  
Understanding how rewards programs change the market share of other payment methods 
is also important to card issuers. For example, it may not be profitable for an issuer if its own 
cardholders replaced credit card transactions with debit card transactions due to its debit rewards 
program (assuming that credit card business is more profitable).  
This paper seeks to analyze the effects of rewards programs on consumer payment 
choices. Specifically, by using consumer survey data, we examine whether credit/debit reward 
receivers use credit/debit cards relatively more often than other consumers, if so how much more 
often, and which payment methods are replaced by reward card payments. We restrict our 
analysis to in-store payments because the heterogeneity across payment instruments for other 
                                                                                                                                                             
4 See, for example, ATM&Debit News, August 25, 2005; December 22, 2005.  
5 Visa and MasterCard introduced new interchange rate schemes in 2005. Interchange rates of reward credit cards 
(such as Visa’s Signature Card and MasterCard’s World Card) are higher than those of non-reward credit cards by 
about 0.1 to 0.8 percentage points, depending on the type of merchants and transactions. 
6 This is due to the no-surcharge rule. Merchants are allowed to give discounts to cash or check users. 
  3types of transactions, such as purchases over the Internet and bill payments, is rather 
remarkable.
8  
Our results suggest that (i) consumers with credit card rewards use credit cards much 
more exclusively than those without credit card rewards; (ii) even among those who carry a 
credit card balance, consumers with credit card rewards use a credit card more often than those 
without rewards; (iii) among consumers who receive credit card rewards, those who also receive 
debit card rewards tend to use debit cards more often—consumers who receive rewards only 
from credit cards tend to use their credit cards more exclusively, while consumers who receive 
rewards from both credit and debit cards tend to distribute their transactions more ‘equally’ 
between credit and debit cards; and (iv) reward card transactions seem to replace not only paper-
based transactions but also non-reward card transactions. 
Our analysis cannot provide evidence for causality—whether that rewards encourage 
consumers to use their reward cards or that consumers who know they use their cards very often 
join the rewards programs—but reveals distinctive differences in payment choice according to 
whether the consumer receives rewards from which (credit, debit or both) card transactions. As 
more and more transactions become electronic, understanding consumer payment choice, 
especially choice between credit and debit card, becomes important. Several previous studies 
have suggested that consumer debit card use is explained by behavioral motives, such as to avoid 
overspending on credit cards.
9 Other studies pointed out transaction type differences, such as 
transaction value, types of goods purchased, and physical environment of points of sale, affect 
                                                                                                                                                             
7 According to the 2005/2006 Study of Consumer Payment Preference, holding a reward credit card and income are 
positively correlated. According to the SCF (2001), the credit card penetration rate is lower among low-income 
households. 
8 For example, it is difficult to make cash or check transactions for purchases over the Internet and some billers do 
not accept debit cards when consumers pay bills. 
9 Those studies include Ausubel (1991), Prelec and Simester (2001), and Bertaut and Haliassos (2002). 
  4the choice between credit and debit card.
10 Zinman (2004) concluded that although consumer 
debit usage can be partly explained by behavioral motives, it is also explained by consumer’s 
cost minimization—consumers who carry a balance on their credit cards use debit in order to 
reduce their interest costs on the credit card. This paper adds another possible determinant of 
consumer payment choice between credit and debit cards, which is receiving rewards on the 
card. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our data set. Empirical 
models are constructed in section 3. Section 4 presents results and discusses implications of the 
results. Section 5 concludes the paper.  
2. Data   
Our data set is the 2005/2006 Study of Consumer Payment Preference conducted by the 
American Bankers Association and Dove Consulting. Data were gathered using paper and Web-
based surveys sent to U.S. consumers in 2005. 3008 completed surveys were received; of them, 
2350 were submitted via the Web and 658 on paper. Although the survey sample is not 
nationally representative, the survey contains rich information on consumer payments, which is 
usually unobservable in the nationally representative data sources.
11  
First, our data set includes information on whether the consumer received credit card 
rewards and debit card rewards, respectively. This allows us to examine whether credit/debit 
reward receivers’ payment choice is different from non-reward receivers’.  
Second, the survey asked consumer’s payment usage in detail. Those questions includes 
how many times per week the consumer used each of the six payment methods at the point of 
                                                 
10 For example, see Hayashi and Klee (2003) and Klee (2006b).  
11 For instance, Survey of Consumer Finance (SCF) conducted triennially by the Federal Reserve.  
  5sale—cash, check, credit card, PIN-based debit card, signature-based debit card, and prepaid 
card—and the most frequently used payment method by retail type.
12  
Lastly, in the survey, consumers were asked to provide their perceptions toward each of the 
six in-store payment methods. Typically, a consumer’s perceptions are not easily observed, and 
therefore in a typical empirical study, they are treated as part of the consumer’s unobservable 
heterogeneity.
13 But these questions allow us to observe more detailed consumer heterogeneity. 
We construct our sample by excluding missing information regarding consumer 
characteristics, perceptions toward in-store payment methods, card related status, such as a 
balance on credit card and rewards on credit and/or on debit cards. We, then, exclude responses 
that do not have a bank account and do not hold either a credit or debit card because we want to 
emphasize the difference in payment choice between reward receivers and non-reward receivers, 
not between card holders and non-card holders. This process leaves us 1979 responses. 
Compared with the general U.S. population, our sample is relatively higher educated and higher 
income (Table 1). 
Table 2 shows statistics on reward receivers in our sample. About 36 percent of consumers 
receive rewards via either credit card, debit card, or both. Approximately two-thirds of them (23 
percent of consumers in our sample) receive rewards from credit card only; one-quarter of them 
(9 percent of consumers in our sample) receive rewards from both credit and debit cards; and the 
rest (4 percent of consumers in our sample) receive rewards from debit card only. The majority 
of debit reward receivers receive rewards when they make signature-based debit transactions 
while only 50 percent of debit reward receivers receive rewards when they make PIN-based 
transactions. 
                                                 
12 See Hayashi, Sullivan, and Weiner (2003) for the difference between PIN-based and signature-based debit. 
13 Mantel (2000) utilized consumer perceptions to estimate consumers’ bill payment choices. 
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are correlated with consumer reward card holdings. Consumers with higher income and higher 
educational level are more likely to hold a reward credit card. Income and educational level seem 
not to affect consumers’ reward debit card holdings. Young consumers whose age is between 25 
and 34 years old are more likely to hold reward debit cards. Age, however, seems to have no 
effects on reward credit card holdings. Both reward credit card and reward debit card holdings 
are affected by consumer ethnicity, residential region, and technology adoption behavior: Asian 
and Caucasian are more likely to hold reward credit cards; People living in New England are 
more likely to hold reward credit cards and people living in Mid-Atlantic region are more likely 
to hold reward debit cards; Consumers who use Internet at work and online banking are more 
likely to receive rewards from both credit and debit cards. Consumer perception toward payment 
cards and reward card holdings are correlated. Naturally, consumers who have positive 
perceptions toward a credit card tend to have reward credit cards and consumers who have 
positive perceptions toward a debit card tend to have reward debit cards. Interestingly, 
consumers who have relatively negative perceptions toward debit cards tend to receive credit 
rewards. 
The next two figures indicate that credit card rewards and consumer payment choice have a 
strong correlation. Not only credit card rewards, but also debit card rewards and credit card 
balance seem to be correlated with consumer payment choice. 
Figure 1(a) shows consumer distribution in terms of the share of credit card transactions in 
the total in-store transactions. Consumers are divided into eight groups according to whether they 
have a credit card balance, whether they receive debit card rewards, and whether they receive 
credit card rewards. All groups but one have a similar distribution pattern: the percent frequency 
  7(consumer density) declines as the share of credit card transactions increases. But one group—
consumers who do not carry a credit card balance, do not receive debit card rewards but receive 
credit card rewards—has an almost uniform distribution. Clearly, consumers in this group use a 
credit card more exclusively. Figure 1(b) shows consumer distribution in terms of the share of 
debit card transactions. Similar to figure 1(a), only one group of consumers has a distinctive 
distribution. That group consists of consumers who do not carry a credit card balance, do not 
receive debit card rewards, and receive credit card rewards. The majority of consumers in the 
group have a debit card share that is less than 50 percent. In other groups of consumers, on the 
other hand, they are distributed more evenly, meaning that many consumers in these groups use a 
debit card more often. Figure 1(c) shows consumer distribution in terms of the share of paper-
based transactions. In contrast with previous two figures, in this figure there is no group of 
consumers that reveals a distinctive distribution pattern.  
Figure 2 presents the share of consumers who choose a particular payment instrument as 
their most frequently used payment method at grocery stores. Similar to figure 1, consumers are 
grouped into eight groups, according to their credit card balance, debit card rewards, and credit 
card rewards status. The top panel shows credit card, the middle is debit card, and the bottom is 
paper based payments as the most frequently used payment method. From the credit card panel, 
we see that one group exclusively choose the credit card as their most frequently used payment 
method at grocery stores. The group is consumers who do not carry a credit card balance, do not 
receive debit card rewards, and receive credit card rewards. In the other groups, at most 25 
percent of consumers choose the credit card as their most frequently used method. As can be 
guessed, most of consumers in the group who do not carry a credit card balance, do not receive 
debit card rewards, and receive credit card rewards, do not choose debit card as their most 
  8frequently used payment method. From the panel of paper-based payment method, non-receivers 
of credit card rewards tend to choose paper-based payments as their most frequently used 
payment method at grocery stores. 
3. Model 
Consumer payment choice is influenced by various factors. Previous research has 
highlighted three important sets of factors: consumer characteristics, payment method attributes 
and transaction characteristics.  
Consumer characteristics, such as age, income, and educational level, have shown to be 
correlated with use of payment methods in previous literature. Adoption of other technologies 
also influences consumer payment choice. These factors could proxy for preferences (checks are 
preferred more by women than by men), for availability of payment methods (consumers with 
higher income are more likely to use credit cards than those with lower income), and for 
familiarity with new payment technologies (people who use new technologies are more likely to 
use debit cards and to make transactions over the Internet). 
Payment method attributes may also be important determinants when consumers choose a 
payment method. Some payment instruments have distinctive attributes. For example, some 
payment cards offer rewards to their users. Cash gives consumers anonymity, while the other 
payment methods don’t. Credit cards provide liquidity at least until the next billing date. Other 
attributes, such as transaction speed, safety, and ease of use, vary by payment method.  
Transaction characteristics, such as value of the transaction and physical environment, 
likely influence consumer payment choice. For example, consumers tend to pay with cash for a 
smaller value transaction, while they tend to use a credit card or a check for a larger value 
transaction. The effects of physical environment on the use of payment may partly be supply side 
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may be accepted when consumers use public transportation systems, such as a city bus or the 
subway. Even when merchants accept all payment methods, some payments may be less 
convenient to use than the others. For example, at a restaurant consumers cannot make a PIN-
based debit payment at their seat unless the restaurant carries a portable PIN pad. At a gas 
station, consumers may not need to go to the cashier if they pay with cards, while they need to do 
so if they pay with cash or checks. 
Our data set does not contain information on transaction characteristics. However, we can 
observe each consumer’s most frequently used payment method by retail type. At a certain type 
of retail store, variation of transaction characteristics may be limited.  
Information on payment method attributes per se is not included in our data set, either. 
However, we can observe each consumer’s perceptions toward each in-store payment method. 
Those perceptions include speed, safety, ease of use, comfort, convenience, help budget, etc. We 
see them as payment method attributes evaluated by each consumer.   
Utility to consumer i from using payment method j when making a transaction at retail type 
h is defined as follows:  
  ijh jh ij h ij jh i ijh C Z X U ε δ γ β + + + = , (1) 
where   is a vector of consumer characteristics,   is a vector of attributes of payment method 
evaluated by the consumer and   is a vector of card-related dummies. 
i X ij Z
ij C β , γ , and δ  are vectors 
of parameters that weight these factors in the consumer’s utility function.  ijh ε  captures 
unobserved factors and is assumed to be i.i.d. extreme value.  
We consider four card-related dummies: rewards on credit, on PIN-based debit, and on 
signature-based debit, and a balance on the credit card. If a consumer receives rewards on a 
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using another payment method will not be affected by whether she receives credit rewards or not. 
Similarly, PIN-based debit rewards and signature-based debit rewards affect her utility from 
using PIN debit and from using signature debit, respectively. If the consumer carries a positive 
balance on a credit card, her utility from using the credit card will be lower because it costs her. 
We allow coefficients on reward dummies to vary by payment method, because credit card 
rewards are typically more generous than debit card rewards. 
Because consumers who chose prepaid card as their most frequently used payment method 
are negligible, we excluded such consumers from our sample. Thus, consumers have five 
payment options: credit card, PIN-based debit card, signature-based debit card, check, and cash.  
In addition to the above discrete choice models, we also estimate each consumer’s share of 
transactions that used a particular payment method in the consumer’s total in-store transactions, 
which is derived from the weekly frequency question. Although the discrete choice models allow 
us to measure the difference between reward receivers and non reward receivers in terms of the 
likelihood of choosing a certain payment method as their most frequently used payment method, 
they cannot be used to measure the intensity of a certain payment method usage. Estimating the 
share, on the other hand, allows us to measure how much more or less reward receivers use a 
particular payment method relative to non-reward receivers, if each consumer’s consumption 
basket is alike. We use a series of least square estimations to estimate the share. 
4. Results 
4.1   Estimation of the most frequently used payment method by retail type 
Table 4 reports the estimation results for the most frequently used payment method at 
grocery stores. We estimate four model specifications. The first specification includes only 
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other specifications. The second includes card related variables, such as credit and debit reward 
dummies and a credit card balance dummy, in addition to the variables in the first specification. 
The third specification includes perception variables instead of card related variables. Finally, the 
fourth specification includes both card related and perception variables as well as consumer 
characteristics.  
Since our model is a multinomial logit model, coefficients are not easily interpreted. 
Nevertheless, in the first specification coefficients on gender, age, income, educational level, 
race, and technology adoption variables are statistically significantly different from zero. This 
implies that these consumer characteristics influence consumer payment choice.  
By adding three rewards dummies and a credit card balance dummy, the log-likelihood 
increases from -2689 to -2571. In this specification, coefficients on all reward dummies and 
credit balance dummy are statistically significantly different from zero. Signs of these 
coefficients are as expected: Rewards increase the probability that consumers choose to pay with 
the card with rewards and consumers without credit card balance are more likely to choose credit 
card.  
By adding perception variables to consumer characteristics, the log-likelihood is improved 
significantly (from -2689 to -1689). This implies that consumer perceptions are important to 
predict the probability of choosing the most frequently used payment method at grocery stores. 
In the full specification, the effect of payment card rewards and credit balance is 
diminished. The coefficients on credit and signature-based debit reward dummies and credit 
balance dummy are still significant, but that on PIN-based debit reward dummy becomes 
insignificant. This may suggest that the PIN debit reward dummy acts as a proxy for consumer’s 
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has little effect on consumer payment choice. In contrast, credit rewards, signature debit rewards, 
and a credit card balance have significant effects on the consumer use of payment, even after 
controlling for consumer perception.  
We also estimate models of the most frequently used payment method at other types of 
stores—department stores, discount stores, drug stores, and fast food restaurants.
14 In the full 
specification, only credit rewards have a significant effect on consumer payment choice at all 
types of stores. Signature debit rewards and a credit card balance have a significant effect at 
some types of stores, while PIN debit rewards do not have a significant effect at any types of 
stores.  
We now quantify the effects of payment card rewards on consumer payment choice. To do 
so, we construct predicted probability of using different payment methods according to whether 
the consumer receives rewards on credit card and/or on signature debit card. The predicted 
probability varies by consumer and by retail type. Figure 3 shows these probabilities for middle-
aged Caucasian male college graduates with income $70,000 who do not carry a credit card 
balance at five different retail types.
15 We consider four cases: 1) rewards on neither credit nor 
debit card; 2) rewards on credit card only; 3) rewards on (signature-based) debit card only; and 
4) rewards on both credit and debit cards.  
Before analyzing four cases, it may be worth noting that the same consumer’s probabilities 
of choosing a payment method significantly vary by retail type. The consumer tends to use a 
credit card more exclusively at department stores, while at fast food restaurants he tends to use 
cash more exclusively. For the other three types of stores, his probability of choosing a payment 
                                                 
14 Specification 4 results are shown in appendix.  
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more evenly distributed.  
Compared with the case where the consumer does not receive rewards at all (case 1), when 
he receives rewards on credit card only (case 2) his probability of choosing a credit card is 
greater at any of the five types of retail stores. As a result, not only his probability of choosing a 
paper-based payment but also the probability of choosing a debit card become smaller. The 
effects of credit card rewards vary by retail type. The reward credit card holder’s probability of 
choosing a credit card is about 25 percentage points greater at grocery stores, approximately 15 
percentage points greater at department stores, discount stores and drug stores, and only 8 
percentage points greater at fast food restaurants. The decline in probability of choosing a debit 
card surpasses the decline in probability of choosing a paper-based payment at grocery stores and 
department stores.  
Compared with case 1, when the consumer receives rewards on debit card only (case 3), his 
probability of choosing a debit card becomes greater. Both probabilities of choosing a credit card 
and of choosing a paper-based payment become smaller. Similar to the effects of credit card 
rewards, the effects of debit card rewards vary by retail type. The reward debit card holder’s 
probability of choosing a debit card is about 10 percentage points greater at grocery stores and 
department stores, 5 to 7 percentage points greater at discount stores and drug stores, and less 
than 1 percentage point greater at fast food restaurants. At all types of stores but department 
stores, the decrease in probability of choosing a paper-based payment is greater than the decrease 
in probability of choosing a credit card.  
                                                                                                                                                             
15 As these consumers’ other consumer characteristics and perceptions, we take the average of male Caucasian 
college graduate consumers. 
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debit card rewards. For example, at grocery stores, the consumer’s probability of choosing a 
credit card increases more than 20 percentage points, while his probability of choosing a debit 
card increases about 10 percentage points. This may imply that consumers will react to rewards 
on credit card more enthusiastically than to rewards on debit card.  
Compared with case 1, when the consumer receives rewards on both credit and debit cards 
his probability of choosing a credit card is always greater, but his probability of choosing a debit 
card is not always greater. Rather, his probability of using a debit card is smaller at grocery 
stores, department stores and discount stores.  
We also compare the probabilities with other consumer characteristics. Consumers with 
different characteristics, such as consumers with a credit card balance, female consumers, and 
consumers with less educational level, show similar patterns of probability differences as we 
compare four cases. Although the pattern is similar, the reaction to rewards by those consumers 
is somewhat more moderate.  
Our findings suggest four things. First, the effects of rewards on consumer payment choice 
may vary by retail type. Second, reward card transactions—either credit or debit card rewards—
may replace not only paper-based transactions but also non-reward card transactions. Third, the 
effects of credit card rewards may surpass the effects of debit card rewards. Fourth, even among 
consumers who carry a positive credit card balance, consumers who receive rewards on credit 
card may be more likely to use credit card than those who do not receive rewards on credit card.  
  154.2 Share  estimation 
Table 5 presents the results of the share estimation.
16 Similar to the multinomial logit 
models, four model specifications are used. For all of our specifications, the baseline race 
category is Caucasian, the baseline age category is 35-44 years old, the baseline education 
category is college, the baseline income category is less than $40,000 and the baseline census 
division is East South Central. 
Our results from the first specification are basically aligned with findings in the previous 
studies. Female consumers tend to use debit cards more frequently than male consumers. African 
Americans are heavy users of paper-based payments, while Asian Americans use credit cards 
more exclusively. Younger consumers use both credit and debit cards more often than older 
consumers. Interestingly, both consumer groups whose education level is high school or less and 
higher than college tend to use debit cards less often than the consumer group whose education 
level is college, while consumers with higher education tend to use credit card more often. Credit 
card share does not vary by region very much; however debit card share and paper-based 
payments share vary by region. Technology adoption variables significantly affect debit card 
share (positively) and paper-based payments share (negatively). Although demographic, 
financial, regional, and technology adoption characteristics significantly affect consumer 
payment choice, the adjusted R-square of this specification is at most 0.1. 
From the second specification, we see that credit and debit rewards dummies significantly 
affect the shares of credit card, debit card, and paper-based transactions. The signs of coefficients 
on credit card rewards and on debit card rewards are as expected: the coefficients on credit card 
rewards is positive for the credit card share, but it is negative for the share of debit card and of 
                                                 
16 All of the results shown in table 5 used OLS models, but we will modify the models to more sophisticated ones, 
such as GLS and with instrumental variables. 
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but it is negative for the share of credit card and of paper-based transactions. The magnitude of 
coefficients on both rewards dummies is greater than that of most other coefficients on 
demographic, financial, regional, and technology adoption variables. The credit card balance 
dummy is statistically significant for the credit and debit card share estimations. Consumers who 
have a positive balance on credit cards use debit cards more often and consumers who do not 
carry a balance use credit cards more often. Compared with the first specification, adding three 
card-related dummies significantly improves the adjusted R-squares for the credit card and debit 
card share estimations.  
The results from the third specification suggest that consumer perceptions toward payment 
instruments significantly predict consumer payment usage. The adjusted R-square of the third 
specification is at least three times as high as that of the first specification. Naturally, consumers 
who have better perceptions toward a certain payment method use the payment method more 
often. For example, consumers who feel comfortable with a credit card transaction tend to use a 
credit card more often and to use a debit card or a paper-based payment less often. 
By adding the three card-related variables to the third specification, the adjusted R-square 
is not increased very much. Nevertheless, the coefficients on the three card-related dummies are 
statistically significant for both credit and debit card shares in the fourth specification. Two of 
the three dummies (credit card balance and credit card rewards) significantly affect the share of 
paper-based payments. This implies that whether a consumer receives rewards from credit card 
transactions and/or from debit card transactions is important to predict the consumer’s payment 
usage.  
  17According to our specification 4 results, receiving rewards on credit card represents a 9.0 
percentage point increase in credit card share, a 5.6 percentage point decrease in debit card share, 
and a 4.1 percentage point decrease in paper-based payment share. Although either the increase 
in credit card share is underestimated or the decrease in debit card share and/or in paper-based 
payment share is overestimated, the results suggest that reward credit card transactions likely 
replace both debit transactions and paper-based transactions. Receiving rewards on debit card 
represents a 6.9 percentage point increase in debit card share, a 6.2 percentage point decrease in 
credit card share, and a 0.9 percentage point decrease in paper-based payment share. This may 
imply that majority of reward debit card transactions replace credit card transactions. The effects 
of credit card rewards seem to be larger than the effects of debit card rewards. 
5. Conclusion 
This paper shows that consumer payment choice is correlated with rewards on payment 
cards. Our results suggest that (i) consumers with credit card rewards use credit cards more 
exclusively than those without credit card rewards; (ii) even among those who carry a credit card 
balance, consumers with credit card rewards use a credit card more often than those without 
rewards; (iii) among consumers who receive credit card rewards, those who receive rewards on 
credit cards as well as on debit cards tend to use debit cards more often than those who receive 
rewards only on credit cards; and (iv) reward card transactions seem to replace not only paper-
based transactions but also non-reward card transactions.  
We also show that the effects of payment card rewards vary by consumer and retail type. 
Because we cannot observe how many in-store transactions take place at each type of retail 
stores it is difficult to examine how payment card rewards affect overall consumer in-store 
payment choice. Moreover, consumer payments are not just in-store payments but also payments 
  18over Internet, such as electronic bill payments and e-commerce payments. It is very likely that 
the payment card rewards affect consumer payment choice differently according to whether the 
transactions are in-store transactions, electronic bill payments, or e-commerce transactions. More 
comprehensive analysis is needed to understand how payment rewards affect overall consumer 
payment choice.  
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  20Table 1: Summary statistics 
 














65 and over 
Education 
Less than high school 
High school 
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$0 - $40,000 
$40,000 - $59,999 
$60,000 - $99,999 









































    








Rewards card holders 
 
  Reward credit  
  Reward debit 
    Reward PIN debit 
    Reward signature debit 
 
Reward credit & debit 
  Reward credit & PIN debit 




































Table 3: Characteristics of reward card holders 
 





Living in New England 
Technology users  
With credit card perception 
-  comfortable 
-  fast 
-  convenient 
-  easy to use 
-  preferred by stores 
-  safe 
-  spend within my means 
-  for small amounts 
-  control over money 




Living in Mid-Atlantic 
Users of Internet at work 
With PIN and signature debit 
card perception 
-  comfortable 
-  fast 
 
25<=Age<=34 
Living in Mid-Atlantic 
Users of Internet at work 
Users of online banking 
With PIN and signature debit 
card perception 
-  comfortable 
-  fast 
With signature debit card 
perception 
-  convenient  
-  easy to use 
-  preferred by stores 
-  safe 
-  spend within my means 
-  for small amounts 
-  control over money 
-  easy to get refund 
-  money is taken from 
account right away 
 
  22Figure 1(a): Consumers’ distribution in terms of their share of credit transactions:  
grouped by credit card balance, debit rewards, and credit rewards 
Credit
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Notes: ccwob=1, if consumers do not carry a credit card balance; ccwob=0, otherwise. 
 dcwr=1, if consumers receive debit card rewards; dcwr=0, otherwise. 
 ccwr=1, if consumers receive credit card rewards; ccwr=0, otherwise. 
  23Figure 1(b): Consumers’ distribution in terms of their share of debit transactions:  
grouped by credit card balance, debit rewards, and credit rewards 
Debit 
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Notes: ccwob=1, if consumers do not carry a credit card balance; ccwob=0, otherwise. 
 dcwr=1, if consumers receive debit card rewards; dcwr=0, otherwise. 
 ccwr=1, if consumers receive credit card rewards; ccwr=0, otherwise. 
  24Figure 1(c): Consumers’ distribution in terms of their share of paper-based transactions: 
grouped by credit card balance, debit rewards, and credit rewards 
Paper-based 
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Notes: ccwob=1, if consumers do not carry a credit card balance; ccwob=0, otherwise. 
 dcwr=1, if consumers receive debit card rewards; dcwr=0, otherwise. 
 ccwr=1, if consumers receive credit card rewards; ccwr=0, otherwise. 
  25Figure 2: Share of the payment method as the most frequently used method at the grocery 
stores by credit card balance, debit rewards, and credit rewards 
Credit Card



































Notes: ccwob=1, if consumers do not carry a credit card balance; ccwob=0, otherwise. 
 dcwr=1, if consumers receive debit card rewards; dcwr=0, otherwise. 
 ccwr=1, if consumers receive credit card rewards; ccwr=0, otherwise. 
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Table 4: Multinomial logit model for payment choice at grocery stores 
  Specification 
  1 2 
  Credit  PIN debit  Signature debit  Check  Credit  PIN debit  Signature debit  Check 
Card related  
No balance on credit 
Rewards on credit 
Reward on PIN 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Easy to use 
Preferred by stores 
Safe 
Taken right away  
Help me budget/spend 
For small amounts 
Control over money 





































Standard errors are in parentheses. 
** t-value is greater than 2. 
* t-value is greater than 1 
28 Table 4: Multinomial logit model for payment choice at grocery stores 
  Specification 
  3 4 
  Credit  PIN debit  Signature debit  Check  Credit  PIN debit  Signature debit  Check 
Card related  
No balance on credit 
Rewards on credit 
Reward on PIN 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Easy to use 
Preferred by stores 
Safe 
Taken right away  
Help me budget/spend 
For small amounts 
Control over money 



















































































Standard errors are in parentheses. 
** t-value is greater than 2. 
* t-value is greater than 1 
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Table 5: Share estimation results 
  Credit card  Debit card 
 Specification  Specification 
  1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Card related  
No balance on credit 
Rewards on debit 














Cash or checks 
Help me budget/spend 
Credit card 
Debit card 
Cash or checks 
Control over money 
Credit card 
Debit card 
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Table 5: Share estimation results (cont) 
  Credit card  Debit card 
 Specification  Specification 
  1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Demographic 
Education 




$40,000 - $59,999 
$60,000 - $99,999 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Notes: N=2000. Standard errors are in parentheses. 
** t-value is greater than 2. 
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Table 5: Share estimation results (cont) 
  Paper-based 
 Specification 
  1 2 3 4 
Card related  
No balance on credit 
Rewards on debit 














Cash or checks 
Help me budget/spend 
Credit card 
Debit card 
Cash or checks 
Control over money 
Credit card 
Debit card 
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Table 5: Share estimation results (cont) 
  Paper-based 
 Specification 
  1 2 3 4 
Demographic 
Education 




$40,000 - $59,999 
$60,000 - $99,999 











































































































































































































































































































































Notes: N=2000. Standard errors are in parentheses. 
** t-value is greater than 2. 





  33Appendix: Multinomial logit model for payment choice by retail type 
  Retail type 
  Department stores  Fast food restaurant 
  Credit  PIN debit  Signature debit  Check  Credit  PIN debit  Signature debit  Check 
Card related  
No balance on credit 
Rewards on credit 
Reward on PIN 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Easy to use 
Preferred by stores 
Safe 
Taken right away  
Help me budget/spend 
For small amounts 
Control over money 




















































































Standard errors are in parentheses. 
** t-value is greater than 2. 
* t-value is greater than 1 
  34  Retail type 
  Discount stores  Drug stores 
  Credit  PIN debit  Signature debit  Check  Credit  PIN debit  Signature debit  Check 
Card related  
No balance on credit 
Rewards on credit 
Reward on PIN 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Easy to use 
Preferred by stores 
Safe 
Taken right away  
Help me budget/spend 
For small amounts 
Control over money 



















































































Standard errors are in parentheses. 
** t-value is greater than 2. 
* t-value is greater than 1 
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